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For publishers



How do we help you?

Just like we help our 25,000 current data partners. Exposing and 
enriching you with all the critical app data intelligence, which allows 

you to benchmark your performance in the ever changing app 
economy.

How do you help us?

Sharing your data - anonymously - helps us improve our data 
models to provide better estimates on downloads, revenue and 

other vital metrics through the platform, helping everyone in the app 
economy understand performance in a smarter and more 

transparent way.

That’s why each and every data partnership is a win-win 
proposal

Joining hands with Priori to succeed in the App Economy
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We view this as a data-for-data exchange
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Sharing your data

Helps us improve 
our accuracy

Valuable data from 
Priori at a discounted 

price
Helps you climb up 

the ranks



What do you get?
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The Data Partner Offer



Up to 50% discount off the base plan of your choice.
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Whether you need Keyword, App or Market data, get the price 
of your base subscription halved by joining the partner offer*

* Excluding Usage Intelligence and Audience Intelligence
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APP INTELLIGENCE

•Historic data: daily, weekly, monthly, 
quarterly download/revenue 
performance of the apps that matter 
to you*.

•Benchmark performance across 
Google Play and Apple App Store in 
55 countries.

•Daily updates: Get fresh download 
and revenue data everyday

•Build watchlists of apps to follow 
over time.

•Export any view/aggregation of data 
to CSV/Excel.

* Usage Intelligence and Audience Intelligence available as an add-on
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PUBLISHER INTELLIGENCE

•Full Portfolio Overview of 1M App 
Publishers across Google Play & Apple 
App Store.

•Understand current vs. past 
performance at both publisher and 
individual app level.

•Filter by business model and 
performance.

•Understand level of portfolio 
diversification and growth de-
composition.

•See where a publisher is 
headquartered.

•Export any view/aggregation of data 
to CSV.
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MARKET INTELLIGENCE & 
LEADERBOARDS

•Explore App or Publisher Leaderboards 
across Google Play Store & Apple App 
Store.

•Every native app store category.

•55 Countries.

•Build your own custom categories.

•Filter by business model, 
download/revenue volumes*, device, 
launch date, or even by specific search 
terms

•Identify leads by country of HQ.

•Export any view/aggregation of data to 
CSV/Excel.

* DAU and MAU filtering options available as an add-on.
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KEYWORD INTELLIGENCE

•Explore what apps are ranked for any 
keyword

•Get new inspiration through suggestions 

•Understand how hard it is to get ranked 
for a keyword with the Competition score

•Assess consumer demand with the 
Search Popularity score

•Understand a keyword potential by 
weighing popularity and competition 
scores

•Check top keywords for any app

•Compare your performance for a keyword 
against your competitors
•Available for 18 countries



What do you need to do to get a discount?
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You simply need to grant us a view-only access to your 
appstore accounts
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It’s simple, fast, and safe.
Visit this page for more information: 

https://prioridata.com/publisher-partner



How is my data used?
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We are committed to keeping your data safe.
Read more about our data security and privacy policy here:

http://prioridata.com/privacy-policy
http://prioridata.com/data-security

We never show, share nor sell your data to third parties
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Why choose Priori as your App Analytics tool?
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Why Choose Priori?

3 years+ worth of 
historic daily download 

and revenue data

No country tiering
Unlimited Seats, get 

everyone in your 
organization on board

CSV Export of any 
screen / aggregation 

of data

55 countries and 
every native app 
store category

Intuitive product, 
iterative 

implementation

Unparalleled support
and on-boarding
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Best-in-class 
download & revenue 

data



Who else is part of the program?
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More than 25,000 apps already partner with us



Claim your discounted access 
today

https://prioridata.com/publisher-partner


